Segmentation and recognition of objects in a visual scene are two problems that are hard to solve separately from each other. When segmenting an ambiguous scene, it is helpful to already know the present objects and their shapes. However, for recognizing an object in clutter, one would like to consider its isolated segment alone to avoid confounds from features of other objects. Border-ownership cells (Zhou et al., 2000) appear to play an important role in segmentation, as they signal the side-of-figure of artificial stimuli. The present work explores the role of border-ownership cells in dorsal macaque visual areas V2 and V3 in the segmentation of natural object stimuli and locally ambiguous stimuli. We report two major results. First, compared with previous estimates, we found a smaller percentage of cells that were consistent across artificial stimuli used previously. Second, we found that the average response of those neurons that did respond consistently to the side-of-figure of artificial stimuli also consistently signaled, as a population, the side-of-figure for borders of single faces, occluding faces and, with higher latencies, even stimuli with illusory contours, such as Mooney faces and natural faces completely missing local edge information. In contrast, the local edge or the outlines of the face alone could not always evoke a significant border-ownership signal. Our results underscore that border ownership is coded by a population of cells, and indicate that these cells integrate a variety of cues, including low-level features and global object context, to compute the segmentation of the scene.
Introduction
The two most important tasks of the ventral stream of visual cortex are arguably segmentation of the visual scene and object recognition. Segmentation tells us which groups of pixels in a scene constitute the fundamental units that we can interact with and recognition gives these units a meaning by telling us what they are. Often, vision is considered as a sequence of processing steps in a feedforward hierarchy (Marr, 1982) where recognition of objects happens after a series of nonlinear operations on the input image (Riesenhuber and Poggio, 2002) . Because segmentation, which is thought to happen in retinotopic cortex, is earlier in the feedforward hierarchy of visual areas, it is often assumed to be a necessary step to be completed before recognition, so that the segmented regions corresponding to the object surfaces can be fed to inferotemporal cortex (IT) and recognized individually (Rubin, 1958; Nakayama et al., 1995; Driver and Baylis, 1996) .
On the other hand, psychophysical studies (Peterson and Gibson, 1993, 1994; Peterson and Kim, 2001; Grill-Spector and Kanwisher, 2005) have suggested that object recognition influences or even precedes segmentation: For example, Peterson and Gibson (1993) found that recognition of object shape can overwrite depth order defined by disparity. Moreover, observers asked to report their first perceived figure-ground organization are influenced by symmetry and orientation-dependent object recognition processes and are more likely to perceive regions as figure compared with ground if they match their object memory (Peterson and Kim, 2001) .
One of the most insightful neurophysiological findings for understanding how the brain segments the visual scene are the remarkable border-ownership cells discovered by von der Heydt and colleagues (Zhou et al., 2000) . Border-ownership cells are thought to be crucial for segmentation as their responses signal the side-of-figure for a number of artificial stimuli. However, it is not entirely clear whether and how the side-of-figure signal observed in border-ownership cells aids recognition of objects in natural scenes. Conversely, it is not known whether object recognition in IT can influence border-ownership signals in retinotopic cortex.
Like most cells in early visual cortex, a border-ownership cell will respond to an edge presented at a given orientation in its receptive field, but it responds differentially depending on the side of the figure to which the edge belongs: A vertical edge can be the border of a foreground object that is either to the left or to the right of it. shapes Zhou et al. (2000) showed that, for a variety of artificial stimuli, border-ownership cells respond consistently more strongly if the edge belongs to a figure on its preferred side than its nonpreferred side, even if the stimuli are locally identical within the receptive field of the cell. Artificial stimuli that were previously shown to evoke consistent border-ownership responses include single luminance squares, occluding luminance rectangles, single and occluding outlines of rectangles, C-shapes (Zhou et al., 2000) , disparity-defined squares (Qiu and von der Heydt, 2005) , and squares evoking the percept of transparent overlay (Qiu and von der Heydt, 2007 ) (see stimuli used in Fig.  5a-d) . Here, we asked whether border-ownership cells can also infer border-ownership for natural objects, with not necessarily straight edges and inhomogeneous, possibly confounding textures. Indeed, in natural scenes, segmentation can often be ambiguous based on only local, low-level cues (McDermott, 2004) . Consider, for example, the famous Dalmatian dog display or the camouflaged owl in Figure 1 . It appears impossible for an algorithm that uses only local, low-level cues to infer the correct segmentation. Yet, once we recognize the Dalmatian dog, we perceive it as an object with a contiguous surface. And we are able to infer the boundary of the owl. Bottom-up, purely feedforward algorithms would likely come to the critically different, erroneous interpretation that it is a texture. Is this perceived segmentation signal for recognizable, natural objects present in the side-of-figure signal of border-ownership cells?
To answer this question, we recorded from border-ownership cells and systematically presented a battery of both artificial stimuli and natural face stimuli, as well as face stimuli with ambiguous contours, to find out how cells that respond consistently to the side-of-figure of artificial stimuli would respond to the presented natural object stimuli.
Materials and Methods
All animal procedures used in this study complied with local and National Institutes of Health guidelines. Two male rhesus macaques were implanted with MR-compatible head posts and trained to maintain fixation on a dot for a juice reward.
Targeting. Because the interest of this study lies explicitly in recording from border-ownership cells rather than an exhaustive analysis of V2/V3, our electrode targeting was guided by fMRI. Monkeys were scanned in a 3T TIM (Siemens) magnet. Scanning procedures were the same as described previously (Tsao et al., 2006; Freiwald and Tsao, 2010; Ohayon and Tsao, 2012) . For fMRI, monkeys passively viewed stimuli on a screen. MION contrast agent was injected to improve signal-to-noise ratio. To identify V2 and V3, we first mapped retinotopy by presenting horizontal and vertical checkerboard wedges and defined area boundaries based on horizontal and vertical meridians. Within V2 and V3, we targeted areas with high functional activation in response to border-rich disparity-defined checkerboard stimulus versus a full field changing disparity stimulus (Tsao et al., 2003) to increase the yield of recorded border-ownership cells (see Fig. 2a ) since Qiu and von der Heydt (2005) had previously found that a majority of border-ownership cells are also selective to the side-of-figure of stereo-defined edges, which were abundant in the former stimulus. In addition, we were guided by anatomical landmarks and targets were confined to the banks and fundus of the lunate sulcus. For Monkey J, we did not get good signal in the fMRI and therefore targeted the same anatomical locations that yielded high activation in Monkey T. We found slightly less border-ownership cells than in Monkey T (see Results). Placement of recording chambers and electrode trajectories toward the targeted regions were planned with the software Planner (Ohayon and Tsao, 2012) . In Monkey T, we recorded from the right hemisphere and in Monkey J from the left hemisphere.
Fixation. Monkeys were head fixed and passively viewed a screen in a dark room. A small fixation spot (0.25°in diameter) was presented in the center of the screen, and eye position was monitored using an Figure 1 . Segmentation can be ambiguous based on low-level cues. a, While the famous Dalmatian dog display is considerably more difficult to segment without knowing that there is a dog present, once one recognizes the dog, one also perceives it as a contiguous surface. b, The camouflaged owl seems impossible to segment based on local cues (red square, inset); but as one recognizes the owl, one can infer and perceive the boundary.
iScan system. Monkeys were rewarded with juice for maintaining fixation every 2-3 s.
Electrophysiology. Tungsten electrodes (FHC) with 1 M⍀ impedance were used for recording. Custom grids were printed, and guide tubes were cut to extend 2 mm below the dura. Electrodes were advanced using an oil hydraulic microdrive (Narishige). Neural signals were recorded using a MAP system (Plexon). Local field potentials were filtered at 0.7-300 Hz, and single units and multiunits were filtered at 0.15-8 kHz and recorded at 40 kHz.
Online data analysis. Spikes were isolated and sorted online using the box method of the SortClient (Plexon). Initially, approximate receptive field location was determined by manually sweeping a small blinking square (0.2°) across the screen. Based on this approximate location, receptive fields were mapped by computing the spike-triggered average (STA) in response to a random stimulus of size 8°that was centered on the hand-mapped location (Pack et al., 2003) . The random stimulus was a series of images alternating at 100 ms that consisted of a gray background and two squares of size 0.5°appearing at random positions, with one of the squares being white and the other square randomly chosen to be either black or white. Subsequently, a 2D Gaussian was fitted to the STA of the stimulus to determine the position and size of subsequent stimuli. Receptive field maps were also computed by considering either the only black squares or the white squares alone and yielded similar receptive fields. Next, moving sine wave gratings were presented, and the preferred orientation of the cell was determined based on the sine grating orientation that evoked the highest response. For all subsequent stimuli, the central edge (indicated by a purple ellipse in the figures) was adjusted to the position and size of the receptive field and rotated to match the preferred orientation. We recorded a total of 545 cells in Monkey T and 121 cells in Monkey J. We subjectively assessed for each recorded site whether it contained promising border-ownership cells based on clear receptive fields, clear orientation preferences, and consistent responses to the side-of figure of luminance squares and for a total of 298 of 545 recorded cells proceeded to present a battery of border-ownership tests consisting of both artificial stimuli and natural stimuli of faces (some of these cells were included because they were recorded simultaneously as ones that passed the subjective assessment but were not themselves subjectively assessed). In the offline analysis, further cells were excluded based on unclear STAs or insufficient samples of responses, yielding a total of 201 valid cells (see Offline data analysis). Artificial stimuli consisted of stimuli that had been shown by von der Heydt and colleagues to evoke consistent border-ownership signals, including the standard test with single luminance squares (Zhou et al., 2000) , two occluding squares (Zhou et al., 2000) , occluding outlines, C-shapes, and squares that evoke the perception of either four single squares or a transparent overlay (Qiu et al., 2007) . To further verify the correct mapping of the receptive field and test position invariance within the receptive field, we also performed position tests by sliding the luminance square across 11 positions orthogonal to its preferred orientation. Natural stimuli consisted of single faces, overlapping faces, the isolated local edge of overlapping faces alone, faces with local edge deleted, Mooney faces, outlines of overlapping faces, and faces occluding apples. The whole battery of artificial and natural stimuli is shown in Figure 5 . We chose to use mostly faces for the natural stimuli as they represent a natural, complex, high-level object category that is of strong behavioral and social relevance and with which monkeys have extensive experience. Also, the existence of face-selective regions in IT opens up the possibility to examine interactions between object representations in retinotopic and IT cortex (Tsao et al., 2008) . Stimuli were presented for 500 ms ON time and 150 ms OFF time. To correct for delays of the screen, we used a photodiode that detected the onset and offset of the stimuli. The photodiode's output was fed into the recording system and later used to synchronize the onset of the stimulus and the neurophysiological data during offline analysis.
Offline data analysis. Spikes were re-sorted offline using OfflineSorter (Plexon). Trials in which monkeys broke fixation were discarded (using a 1°eccentricity fixation window). We discarded cells with insufficient number of trials or spikes (Ͻ500 or Ͻ1500 total spikes for standard test and natural stimulus set, respectively) and cells that either had an unclear STA were not centered on the receptive field or failed the position test (i.e., when shifting the stimulus as in Fig. 2e , the peak response was not inside the receptive field), leaving a total of 201 cells. Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel. For Table 1 , which shows the consistency of cells for artificial and natural stimuli shown in Figure 5 , we determined the proportion of side-of-figure selective cells for different stimuli using the same method as by Zhou et al. (2000) : Side-of-figure selectivity of a cell to a given stimulus was computed using a two-way ANOVA on side-of-figure and contrast polarity on the average firing rate from 0 to 500 ms during trials of different conditions and using an unpaired t test in case of only one contrast polarity. Unless stated otherwise, a cell was deemed significantly selective to the side-of-figure of a stimulus if p Ͻ 0.01 and consistent if the modulation index for the given stimulus had the same sign as for the standard test of single luminance squares. Modulation indices for pairs of matched stimuli were computed as
, where R stimulus is the firing rate of the cell in response to the stimulus averaged over the 500 ms from onset to offset of stimulus presentation. We defined the preferred sideof-figure of each cell based on the average modulation index for the standard luminance squares shown in Figure 2 . Based on this preferred side, we computed the average modulation index across all pairs of matched artificial stimuli ( Fig. 5a -d, blue and red conditions). This average modulation index is positive if the border-ownership coding across artificial stimuli is consistent with the border-ownership selectivity for the simple luminance square and negative if it is inconsistent. We selected the 50 most consistent cells with the highest average modulation indices across artificial stimuli to compute the population average responses shown in Figure 5 . The results did not depend qualitatively on the exact number of selected cells. Before averaging, each PSTH was normalized by the average response from 0 to 500 ms after stimulus onset across the shown stimuli. The p values shown on top of each PSTH were computed using two-sided paired t tests on the normalized average responses from 0 to 500 ms after stimulus onset across trials of the 50 neurons for the preferred versus nonpreferred side. For the scatter plots in Figure 6 , we computed the average modulation index across the two local contrast conditions of the luminance square, and the average modulation index across all artificial stimuli, and computed the correlation with modulation indices for natural stimuli. Finally, we compared latencies of the border-ownership signal for full face stimuli and ambiguous face stimuli with illusory contours. Traditionally, latencies have been computed as the time when the signal first significantly exceeds baseline fluctuations (Maunsell and Gibson, 1992; Kiani et al., 2005) . However, because the response amplitudes were much lower for stimuli with illusory contours, we were worried that this definition might be biased toward longer latencies for stimuli with lower signal-to-noise ratios. Thus:
(1) We only included the subset of border-ownership cells in the analysis that showed significantly stronger responses to the preferred side for both the full stimulus and the stimulus with illusory contour ( p Ͻ 0.05, Welch test). The preferred side was determined by responses to the luminance squares. (2) We used a half-peak measurement as latency (Zhou et al., 2000) : We computed the difference of smoothed (SD: 9 ms) PSTHs for preferred and nonpreferred side and defined latency as the first time that the difference reached half of the maximum difference across the 500 ms of the stimulus ON time. (3) We repeated the analysis with a change point measure (Sugihara et al., 2011) , which fits a piecewise linear function consisting of two lines to the cumulative difference PSTH and defines the latency as the point where the first leg, which is fixed as 0, transitions to the second leg, which qualitatively confirmed our results. All analysis was performed using MATLAB (The MathWorks).
Results
We targeted regions in dorsal V2 and V3 that elicited strong fMRI activation in response to disparity-defined shapes versus fullfield disparity. Figure 2 shows responses of a border-ownership cell at a representative location (Fig. 2a , functional activation overlaid). Figure 2b shows the receptive field of the example cell mapped by computing the STA. All analyses below are based on a sample of a total of 201 single units (126 Monkey T, 75 Monkey J) for which we manually verified correct positioning on the receptive field and orientation tuning. This sample is biased as we were explicitly looking for border-ownership cells and skipped cells that were not promising candidates (see Materials and Methods). For Monkey J, where the fMRI signal was weak and we were just guided by anatomical locations where Monkey T had shown high functional activation, we found slightly fewer border-ownership cells ( p ϭ 0.04, two-sided unpaired t test on average modulation indices across artificial stimuli). Receptive fields were in the lower left and lower right quadrant of the visual field for Monkey T and Monkey J, respectively, and eccentricity ranged from 1°to 5°. Initially, the primary goal of this study was to determine how border-ownership cells respond to the side-of-figure of natural stimuli. However, preliminary recordings with a variety of artificial stimuli revealed almost no cells that were consistent in their border-ownership preference across all artificial stimuli tested, leading us to perform a systematic characterization of the consistency of border-ownership cells across a large population of cells and a large battery of artificial stimuli (for the battery of artificial stimuli used, see Fig. 5a-d) . Previous studies or borderownership cells have each focused on specific subsets of artificial stimuli. Thus, a major question remains open: whether there exists a significant fraction of "true" border-ownership cells that signal the side-of-figure reliably across all types of artificial stimuli containing object borders. Moreover, there has been considerable variability in the reported proportions of consistent cells across different studies and stimuli. Zhou et al. (2000) found more that more than half of cells in V2 to be selective to the side-of-figure of single luminance squares; among those cells, 20 of 42 cells were tuned significantly and consistent to the side-offigure of occluding squares, 1 of 42 cells was tuned significantly but inconsistent, and 21 of 42 cells were not significantly tuned. For C-shapes, Zhou et al. (2000) found 4 of 16 cells to be tuned significantly and consistent, 12 of 16 to be not significantly tuned, and no cells to be significantly tuned and inconsistent. Qiu and von der Heydt (2005) found 35% of 174 neurons in V2 to be selective to the side-of-figure of a luminance square, 40% to be selective to depth order, and 21% selective to both, of which 81% were consistent between luminance-defined and disparitydefined side-of-figure. For a transparent overlay stimulus, Qiu and von der Heydt (2007) found 127 of 244 of cells to be tuned to the side-of-figure of the luminance square and 30 of those cells to be significantly tuned to the side-of-figure of the transparent bars and consistent with the preferred side-of-figure for the luminance square; they did not report the number of significantly tuned, inconsistent cells.
Similar to the findings of Zhou et al. (2000), we found that a little more than half of all neurons were significantly selective to the side-of-figure of the single luminance squares (two-way ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.01). Compared with Zhou et al. (2000) , however, we found a substantially higher proportion of cells that showed inconsistent border-ownership selectivity when comparing tuning for side-of-figure in luminance-defined figures and another artificial stimulus (Table 1 ). In particular, for C-shapes and overlapping outlines, we found even more cells that significantly preferred a side inconsistent with the single luminance square preference than cells that preferred a consistent side. For the overlapping luminance squares, the transparent stimulus, and its four square control, in turn, there were more cells that were consistently significantly selective than cells significantly preferring the opposite side, which is more consistent with the findings of Zhou et al. (2000) . Demonstrating that we were recording from the same general class of cells as von der Heydt's group, we reconstructed their population analysis for the transparent stimulus from Qiu and von der Heydt (2007) and found qualitatively similar results (Fig. 3) : A subtle difference in the stimuli (Fig. 3,  top) leads to the perception of either two transparent overlaid bars or four rounded squares, which changes the border ownership at the receptive field location. Although the scale of the marginal distributions of border-ownership modulation indices was somewhat different between our sample of cells and Qiu and von der Heydt (2007), we replicated the switching in borderownership signaled by the cell population.
We next quantified how many cells were significantly tuned to a given number of artificial stimuli and consistent with the preferred side-of-figure for the single luminance square (Fig. 4a) . We found that 40% of cells were not significantly and consistently tuned for any of the artificial stimuli, and not a single cell was significantly and consistently tuned for all artificial stimuli. There were 11 cells that were tuned consistently across all artificial stimuli, but not significant for all (i.e., the sign of the modulation index) averaged across the two contrast conditions, was the same for each artificial stimulus as for the single luminance square (standard test). In sum, we failed to find a population of cells that were significantly tuned to the side-of-figure across the whole large battery of artificial stimuli in a consistent manner; in particular, many ostensible border-ownership cells that were significantly tuned to the side-of-figure of luminance squares turned out to be inconsistent when tested with a battery of other stimuli. These results strongly suggest that border ownership is encoded Qiu and von der Heydt (2007) . For this figure, we used the same formula for modulation indices as used by Qiu and von der Heydt (2007) , which is slightly more complicated than the one in the rest of this article. Thick black lines indicate Standard Model I regression lines (i.e., the ordinary least-squares fit of the abscissa to the ordinate). p values were computed by comparing a transform of the Pearson correlation coefficient with a Student's t distribution. This represents a relatively conservative measure of correlation. Because the sign of border ownership for each cell is arbitrary, we also computed correlations after duplicating all points by reflecting them over the origin. This measure yielded the same signs of correlations and even higher explained variances (r 2 ϭ 22.2% and p ϭ 3.15e-13 for transparent overlay stimulus, r 2 ϭ 24.7% and p ϭ 9.56e-15 for transparent overlay stimulus).
by a population of cells, which are each, individually, imperfect in their border-ownership selectivity.
To determine whether, despite the inconsistencies of many cells, we could still extract a population signal that is consistent across all artificial stimuli, we next computed the average population response across the most consistent cells. We evaluated each neuron's consistency by computing the average modulation index across all artificial stimuli (shown in Fig. 5a-d) . The average modulation index across artificial stimuli had a mean of 0.038 and an SD of 0.081 across all 201 cells (see also histograms in Fig.  6, top) . We then chose the 50 most consistent cells based on this average modulation index. The exact number of chosen cells did not qualitatively influence the results. Cells were pooled across V2 and V3; when comparing consistency to artificial stimuli between V2d and V3d, we found slightly but significantly more consistent border-ownership signals in V3d than in V2d ( p ϭ 0.02, unpaired t test on average modulation indices across artificial stimuli based on 137 cells recorded from V2d and 64 cells recorded from V3d). As can be seen from Figure 4a (green line), by selecting the 50 top cells with this method, the proportion of cells that were consistent across a high number of artificial stimuli substantially increased. Figure 5a -d shows the average PSTHs of these 50 selected cells to artificial stimuli. By focusing on the most consistent border-ownership cells, we obtained a borderownership signal that was reliable across artificial stimuli. The response difference for the standard luminance square test (Fig.  5a ) was strong and consistent, which is expected because we defined the preferred side of each cell based on the luminance square responses. The responses to the other artificial stimuli (Fig. 5b-d) were also significantly stronger when presented on the preferred side, which is a sanity check that the population of 50 cells indeed represented consistent border-ownership cells. The population border-ownership signal for occluding outlines and C-shapes was weaker than for other artificial stimuli but was nevertheless consistent (see also Table 1 ).
Next, we asked how this population of border-ownership cells that responded consistently to the side-of-figure of artificial stimuli responded to a variety of natural stimuli. We found that the side-of-figure selectivity to artificial stimuli generalized to natural stimuli (Fig. 5e-k) : When presenting the edge of a single face in the receptive field, the average response of border-ownership cells was significantly higher when the face was on the preferred side compared with when it was presented mirror-symmetrically on the nonpreferred side. Interestingly, the consistency of responses was even stronger and more significant than for most artificial stimuli based on which the cells were selected for. Moreover, the response was higher when the foreground face of two overlapping faces was presented on the preferred side. We also presented the isolated local part of the overlapping face stimulus to determine how much border-ownership information was given in the local edge alone. For the first pair of overlapping faces (Fig. 5f, top) , we had chosen a central edge that was located on the forehead and fairly straight (Fig. 5g for the isolated stimulus and Fig. 5h for an enlarged version). For this pair, we could find no significant response difference for the isolated local stimulus alone. For the second pair, we chose a more convex edge at the chin and the local stimulus exhibited a T-junction at the bottom of the stimulus (Fig. 5f-h, bottom) . This local stimulus by contrast did evoke a significant response difference that was consistent with the border-ownership of the cells. We next presented faces with illusory contours, namely, Mooney faces and the natural faces mentioned above with the local edge over the receptive field deleted. For each of these stimuli, we ensured that within the receptive field the stimulus was identical to the background presented during the 150 ms OFF time. As can be seen from Figure  5i -j, the response amplitude was much weaker when deleting the local stimulus, but the response difference was still significant and consistent with the border-ownership selectivity. When presenting a stimulus with the local edge not completely deleted but strongly reduced in contrast (Fig. 5j, bottom) , the amplitude was in between the amplitudes to the full face and the locally deleted face, and again the response difference was consistent with the border ownership. We tested whether the response difference could be evoked by presenting the mere outlines of the overlapping faces (Fig. 5k, top) and found that the outlines alone did not evoke a significant response difference. The border-ownership selectivity for natural stimuli was not limited to faces, as a face occluding an apple also evoked consistent border ownership (Fig.   Figure 4 . Quantification of response consistency across artificial and natural stimuli. Histograms represent the proportions of cells that are consistent and significant for a given number of artificial (a) and natural stimuli (b). The five artificial stimuli and nine natural stimuli based on which the consistency of the cell was tested are shown at the top of a and b, respectively. A cell is considered consistent for a given stimulus if the modulation index for that stimulus has the same sign as for the single luminance square (standard test). Significance criterion is p Ͻ 0.01. Red lines indicate the proportion of cells among all cells that were significantly tuned to the side-of-figure of the single luminance square. Blue lines only take into account the 50 cells with the highest modulation index across artificial stimuli. 5k, bottom). However, for this stimulus, we cannot exclude that the response difference was due to the contrast difference between the two different objects. Figure 4b shows the proportions of cells that were consistent and significantly tuned to a given number of natural stimuli. Interestingly, among the 50 cells that were selected based on consistency for artificial stimuli (green line), there was a higher proportion of cells that was consistent and significant across many natural stimuli. This shows that the consistency across artificial stimuli generalizes to natural stimuli. For the natural stimuli in Table 1 , the percentage of inconsistent cells substantially decreases when taking into account only the 50 cells with highest modulation indices averaged across artificial stimuli.
We next further examined the relationship between side-offigure preference for artificial stimuli and natural stimuli (Fig. 6) . In general, the modulation indices for artificial and natural stimuli showed small but strongly significant correlations, indicating that cells signaling the side-of-figure of artificial stimuli correctly also tend to correctly signal the side-of-figure of natural stimuli. Yet, there is considerable residual variance of natural stimuli modulation indices left, indicating that not every cell is consistent for every stimulus, but the correct side-of-figure needs to be inferred from the population activity. Both the luminance square modulation index and average modulation index across artificial stimuli were positively correlated with natural stimulus modulation indices; however, for both single and overlapping full faces, the average modulation index across artificial stimuli explained almost twice as much variance as the modulation index for luminance squares alone. Indeed, we found that, for most natural stimuli, the average modulation index across artificial stimuli explained more variance than the modulation indices of each individual artificial stimulus. This suggests that, for these natural Figure 5 . Responses of border-ownership cells to simple and natural stimuli. Left, The PSTHs represent the population mean responses (Ϯ1 SEM, shaded region) of 50 selected border-ownership cells to stimuli shown on the right outlined with the corresponding color. Both artificial and natural stimuli were rotated and positioned such that the central edge (indicated by purple ellipse) was in the preferred orientation and centered on the receptive field of each cell. Preferred side of figure of border-ownership cells was determined based on the response to simple luminance squares (shown in a) alone. Blue represents conditions where the figure was on the preferred side. Red represents matched conditions where the stimulus looks identical/similar in the receptive field (purple ellipse) but the figure is on the nonpreferred side. The 50 cells were determined to be consistent border-ownership cells based on their responses to simple, artificial stimuli alone. p values were determined using two-tailed paired t tests. a, Population mean responses to luminance squares. A higher response to the preferred side is expected as the preferred side was determined based on the response to the luminance square. b, Population mean responses to occlusion stimuli. c, Population mean responses to occluding outlines and C-shapes. d, Population mean responses to four squares (top), single squares (middle), and transparent overlay (bottom). e, Population mean responses to single faces. f, Population mean responses to overlapping faces. g, Responses to isolated edge stimulus of faces alone. This stimulus was generated by removing the part outside the receptive field for stimuli in f. h, Magnified version of stimuli in g. i, Population mean responses to occluding and single faces with illusory contour, where the local stimulus inside the receptive field was removed. j, Population mean responses to Mooney faces (top) and to stimulus on bottom of f but with low-contrast border, where the contrast was reduced locally inside the receptive field (bottom). k, Population mean responses to outlines of occluding faces and faces occluding an apple. Figure 5e . b, The second category contains overlapping faces (Fig. 5f ) . c, The third category includes faces with ambiguous contours (Fig. 5i, j) . Red lines indicate Standard Model I regression lines (i.e., the ordinary least-squares fit of the abscissa to the ordinate). p values were computed by comparing a transform of the Pearson correlation coefficient with a Student's t distribution. Using a permutation test on the Pearson correlation coefficient yielded qualitatively the same results. Vertical dashed blue line in the right plots indicates the average modulation index, which was the threshold for being chosen for the 50 selected cells used in Figure 5 . Top, Right, Histograms represent the marginal distributions of average modulation indices for luminance squares, artificial stimuli, and natural stimuli, respectively, across all 201 cells (blue histograms show modulation indices for the 50 selected cells).
stimuli, using a battery of artificial stimuli is a better predictor for whether a cell is a border-ownership cell and will respond consistently to these natural stimuli than just using the luminance square standard test alone. In contrast, for the stimuli with ambiguous contours, the average modulation index across artificial stimuli was a worse predictor than the modulation index for the standard test alone. This could suggest that the populations of border-ownership cells that represent the side-of-figure of illusory contours might not always carry complete information about the correct segmentation of certain artificial stimulus conditions. However, for the single ambiguous face (Fig. 5i, bottom) , the modulation index averaged across artificial stimuli actually explained more variance than the single luminance square modulation index. It is noteworthy that the single ambiguous face was the stimulus for which none of the top 50 cells was inconsistent (Table 1) , whereas for artificial stimuli there tended to be many inconsistent cells. For other natural stimuli, the number of inconsistent cells was also low compared with artificial stimuli. There were 3 of 50 cells that were significantly tuned to the single full face stimulus but inconsistent with the luminance square stimulus and no cells that were significantly tuned to the single full face stimulus and inconsistent with the single ambiguous face.
Justifying our choice to focus on the most consistent cells, the consistency between border-ownership selectivity for artificial and natural stimuli was greatly weakened when we analyzed all cells regardless of their consistency across artificial stimuli (compare marginal distributions using all cells [gray bars] with the distributions using only the top 50 cells [blue bars] in Figure 6 ). When we included all cells, the population average could not significantly determine the border-ownership of occluding faces. For single faces, there was still a consistent border-ownership signal left, even when averaging across all cells, but it was less significant than when averaging across the top cells (despite larger sample size).
We compared latencies of the border-ownership signal for the full face stimulus and the ambiguous face stimulus. Figure 7a shows raster plots of an example cell's responses to full and ambiguous face stimuli. As can be seen from the difference of the PSTHs for the preferred and nonpreferred condition, the borderownership signal for the stimulus with illusory contour is smaller and delayed. As discussed in the previous paragraph, the 50 cells Latency differences between full stimuli and stimuli with illusory contours. a, Raster plots of example cell responses to full faces presented on its preferred side (blue) and nonpreferred side (red), respectively, and responses to the stimulus with locally deleted edge (yellow and purple). The preferred side was defined by the cell's responses to luminance squares. b, Difference of the PSTHs for preferred side and nonpreferred side, for the full face (solid line) and the face with locally deleted edge (dashed line). Vertical solid and dashed lines indicate the latencies for full and ambiguous faces, respectively, defined as the time the difference reaches half its peak value. c, Population scatter plot of latencies of border-ownership signal of full face stimulus shown at the x-axis against border-ownership latency for the stimulus with locally deleted edge shown at the y-axis. p value was computed with a paired Wilcoxon rank sum test.
most consistent for artificial stimuli formed a population that signaled border-ownership of the ambiguous stimulus reliably. Thus, we compared latencies for the single full face stimulus and corresponding single ambiguous stimulus for the 17 of 50 cells that were consistently and significantly border-ownership selective for both stimuli. The latency for the full stimulus was on average 65 ms and significantly shorter than the latency to the stimulus with illusory contour, which was on average 100 ms.
Discussion
We were interested in how border-ownership cells, which have been shown to respond consistently to the side-of-figure of artificial stimuli, respond to natural stimuli and stimuli with ambiguous contours.
In our study, we probed responses of a large number of V2 and V3 cells for border-ownership selectivity across a large battery of different stimuli, both artificial and natural, enabling us to rigorously assess the extent to which each cell showed consistent tuning across different stimulus conditions. As can be seen from Table 1 , we found many cells that were ostensibly border-ownership cells based on selectivity to the side-of-figure of single luminance squares but responded inconsistently to other artificial stimuli. Indeed, there was not a single border-ownership cell (of 201 tested) that was significantly tuned and consistent to every single artificial stimulus. The considerable number of partially inconsistent cells in Table 1 contradicts the simplistic concept of the perfect border-ownership cell, despite the intuitive appeal of a single cell explaining a variety of perceptual phenomena. Instead, it seems that single borderownership cells carry incomplete information about figure-ground segmentation for only a subset of conditions. Thus, in order for the brain to reliably determine the correct segmentation of the scene, it needs to average the activity of multiple border-ownership cells that each carry information about border-ownership in different situations. Indeed, we found that, by averaging across the most consistent cells, it was possible to get a population signal that was reliable across artificial stimuli.
We found that this population signal also consistently signaled the side-of-figure of a battery of natural face and object stimuli. This further supports the notion that border-ownership cells play a vital role for segmenting the visual scene into objects. For rather simple stimuli, such as the single faces, one could argue that the consistent response might simply be caused by asymmetric receptive fields such that the cells prefer more complex texture on one side of their receptive field center. In contrast, the consistent response to overlapping faces, which are visually very similar in both conditions, indicates that border-ownership cells are indeed inferring the side of the foreground object. For the pair of overlapping faces at the bottom of Figure 5g , where the local edge is convex and contains a telling T-junction, even the isolated local stimulus evoked a consistent, though smaller, response difference (Fig. 5h, bottom) . This is consistent with psychophysical and computational evidence by Fowlkes et al. (2007) that the local bottom-up cues of borders in natural scenes are in many situations enough to decide border ownership. On the other hand, when the local stimulus is ambiguous and does not evoke a significant response difference (Fig. 5h, top) , global context cues can help to decide border ownership (Fig. 5g, top) . To test whether shape of the object is sufficient for border-ownership cells to determine the side-of-figure, we presented the outlines of the overlapping faces alone. This did not evoke a significant response difference, which is consistent with the subjective experience that the border ownership of the outlines alone is ambiguous without the texture and other features of the face. These results suggest that border-ownership cells integrate a variety of the object's features, including local cues, as well as shape and texture outside the receptive field.
Illusory contours have been a major subject of study for figure-ground segmentation in psychological literature (Heitger et al., 1994) , and von der Heydt et al. (1984) found neurons in V2 that responded to illusory contours; however, the amplitude was smaller and the latency 10 ms longer compared with real contours (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989) . The existence of such cells in V2 and also V1 was confirmed by several other studies (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989; Grosof et al., 1993; Sheth et al., 1996; Lee and Nguyen, 2001; Ramsden et al., 2001), and Bakin et al. (2000) found that they also respond to depth-defined illusory contours. Yet, up to now, it has not been known whether borderownership cells consistently signal the side-of-figure for illusory contours (Kogo and Wagemans, 2013) , although there have been several computational models (Finkel and Sajda, 1992; Sajda and Finkel, 1992; Kogo et al., 2010) where border-ownership and illusory contours both emerge from a dynamic network computing figure-ground organization. Recently, there has also been a discussion paper (Kogo and Wagemans, 2013) , suggesting the intertwinedness of illusory contours with border ownership, which received many commentaries. Among them, von der Heydt (2013) argued that illusory contours and border ownership might be represented by distinct populations in V2. Here, we have shown that border-ownership cells do consistently signal the side-of-figure for illusory contours, even though local edge information is missing. The number of cells significantly signaling the correct side-of-figure for illusory contours was slightly lower than for full contours (31 of 50 significant cells for full stimulus vs 20 of 50 significant cells for ambiguous stimulus, unpaired t test, p Ͻ 0.05), which may be partly due to the reduced amplitude of responses to illusory contours in general. Among the 50 cells most consistent for artificial stimuli, there were only 3 cells that were significantly tuned for the full face stimulus but inconsistent for the luminance square, and no cells that were significantly and inconsistently tuned to the side-of-figure of the ambiguous stimulus and the luminance square. It is surprising that the ambiguous face stimulus turned out to be the stimulus where no cell signaled inconsistent border ownership. A possible explanation is that the local stimulus in the classical receptive field causes the transient response, which can lead to errors for the unambiguous stimuli, whereas for the ambiguous face stimulus the border-ownership signal is evoked entirely by feedback from context (Gilbert and Li, 2013) , which is more reliable. Analogously to the onset responses of illusory contours studied by von der Heydt and Peterhans (1989) , the response differences signaling border ownership of illusory contours were also smaller and delayed by ϳ30 ms compared with the full stimuli.
Previously, the responses of border-ownership cells have been modeled as a result of pure feedforward operations (Heitger et al., 1994; Sakai and Nishimura, 2006; Supèr et al., 2010) , of intraareal dynamics (Baek and Sajda, 2005; Zhaoping, 2005) and of feedforward and feedback interactions between areas (Craft et al., 2007; Jehee et al., 2007; Kogo et al., 2010) , respectively. Our findings falsify pure feedforward models as they predict the same latencies of border-ownership signals regardless of the stimulus. Instead, recurrent (Lamme and Roelfsema, 2000) connections might need to be used to resolve ambiguous scenes. It is conceivable that the latency of the border-ownership signal is increased because intra-areal network dynamics or feedforward-feedback interactions between V2 and V4 require more iterations to resolve the border ownership. However, at least for the Mooney face, which evokes a significant and consistent border-ownership signal (Fig. 5j) , it seems unlikely that contour completion mechanisms building from low-level cues would be sufficient to infer the illusory boundary of the face, but instead knowledge about face shape appears to be required. Assuming that the borderownership signal that emerges ϳ100 ms for the full face originates from feedback from V4, it is also possible that the later signal for the border-ownership of the illusory contour arises from feedback from an area later in the hierarchy (e.g., posterior IT). Such corticocortical feedback loop interactions have been shown to exist between V1 and V4 (Chen et al., 2014) . The most posterior face patch PL has latencies of 80 ms to distinguish faces from objects (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) and is thus a possible candidate feedback source.
Previously, there has been a debate (Vecera and Farah, 1997; Vecera and O'Reilly, 1998; Peterson, 1999) on whether segmentation precedes recognition or vice versa. Our results (Fig. 7) suggest the possibility of a third alternative that is consistent with models of Bayesian inference (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Lee and Mumford, 2003; Yuille and Kersten, 2006) : According to this hypothesis, initially, retinotopic areas try to segment the scene into regions corresponding to objects based on low-level cues, potentially using a combination of feedforward mechanisms using local cues as T-junctions, intra-areal and interareal dynamics. However, because segmentation of natural scenes is inherently ambiguous based on low-level cues and not every edge is an object border, this initial segmentation wave can only make guesses about which regions correspond to objects and relay these regions to IT. IT then attempts to recognize objects in the hypothesized regions and can accept or falsify the hypotheses by exciting or inhibiting border-ownership cells via feedback. In this way, IT would generate a representation of object surfaces in retinotopic cortex. However, the found latencies are merely suggestive evidence, and simultaneous recordings and perturbations of multiple areas will be necessary to dissect the exact mechanisms.
Overall, we found that many ostensible border-ownership cells, as determined by the single luminance square, turned out to be inconsistent for one or more stimuli when presented with a larger battery of artificial stimuli, and not a single cell showed consistent border-ownership preference across all stimulus conditions tested. This emphasizes the necessity for future studies to present a larger set of stimuli to identify the most consistent border-ownership cells and the need to use a population code for decoding segmentation. Importantly, the population of borderownership cells that was consistent across most artificial stimuli could also reliably segment both natural face and object stimuli and, with some delay, even ambiguous stimuli where local edge information was completely missing, which suggests that border-ownership cells integrate both local, low-level cues and global, high-level object cues to segment the visual scene. By exploiting new techniques, such as population calcium imaging, optogenetics, and simultaneous recordings in retinotopic and IT cortex, future work might be able to reveal how border ownership cell populations are read out by downstream areas across different stimulus configurations.
